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TBB513307

Product overview
Use this large tool trolley to provide safe and convenient storage for your most used tools. This rolling tool
storage cabinet has smooth sliding ball bearing drawer slides, chemical resistant powder coating, smooth powder
coating surface is waterproof and easy to clean. The rolling tool cabinet has multiple drawers, which can be
opened to load various types of tools, and the top can be used to store daily items. A secure key locking system
keeps your tools safe. The 5'' casters are strong, durable, heavy-duty and easy to move the tool trolley.
1. The full extension ball bearing drawer slides stretch very smoothly.
2. Multiple drawers can hold different kinds of tools.
3. The chemical-resistant powder coating is waterproof, rust-proof and easy to scrub.
4. All drawers are equipped with EVA non-slip drawer liners to reduce damage to tools and scratches to drawers.
5. The key lock fixes your metal tool cabinet to ensure safe tool storage
6. The tool storage cabinet is equipped with 5'' casters, which are strong, durable, and have good bearing capacity,
making it very smooth to move.
7. Each tool storage trolley is equipped with a side handle, which is easy to push.
8. The logo and color of tool cabinet trolley can be customized.
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Specification

TBB513307 Large Tool Trolley

width depth height unit

overall 955 465 825 mm

overall with castors 955 465 978 mm

package 980 490 1030 mm

5 drawers 718 400 75 mm

2 drawers 718 400 154 mm

N.W. G.W. 20' container 40' container

70.3kg 73.8kg 42pcs 110pcs

Wall thickness overall: 0.8mm, drawer: 0.7mm, wheel seat:1.5mm

Slides 16''*35/45 ball bearing drawer slides

Wheels 4''*1'' /5''*1.25''/5''*1.5''PVC

Certificate ISO9001

Experience Since 1992


